...the story so far
Established in 2001, we launched tempus clothing for salon and spa at
‘Professional Beauty 2007’, to great acclaim from UK and international buyers.
Tempus is lead by Mandy Blick, who has many years’ experience of
supplying apparel to the high street. Our chief stylist, Emma Bishop, has
a strong background in textile and fashion design. Third member of the
management team – Toby Gaddum – has supplied HTG towels and textiles
to spas and salons for several years.
We are supported by dedicated staff at our Cheshire headquarters and
have built lasting relationships with suppliers and customers.
Last year, Mandy was asked why tempus didn’t offer salon and spa wear.
A light went on! Our search for good, modern fabrics lead us to bamboo
blend. It’s strong, soft and breathable. It also washes well and needs little
ironing. In short, it’s perfect for the spa, salon and leisure market.
Our styling is classic with a modern twist, in wearable,
contemporary colours. We take
fashion trends and develop them
for beautiful work and leisure wear.
The fit is relaxed, for freedom,
comfort and shape.
We’re delighted to present this
season’s tempus clothing for salon,
spa and leisure.
And what of the future?
We’ll keep in touch and you’ll be
Emma
the first to know!
Toby
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Mandy

A natural fibre that is anti-bacterial, hypoallergenic
and 100 biodegradable. Softer than cotton,
as light as silk and with a subtle sheen.
Bamboo blend fabric is breathable and
will keep you dry, cool and odour free.
Strong, machine washable, absorbent
and fast drying –
%

good for our bodies
good for our planet
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Elegant fitted mandarin-collar top,
shown here with stylish cropped
capri pants. Both with diamante
detailing. Sandstone shrug worn
over, in a lightweight cotton
blend knit.

Modern notch-neck top, with
spaghetti tie-belt and placed side
pocket with diamante detailing.
(see p3 for colours, p10 for sizes)

(see p7 for shrug details)

Detail of crystal button
on mandarin top.

All of our bamboo
(76% polyester, 24% bamboo) range
is available in black, bitter chocolate,
sandstone. Sizes – 8,10,12,14,16,18,20
(see p11).

Bitter chocolate ballet shrug.
(see p7 for colours and sizes)
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Sleek fitted true wrap
top with half sleeve and tie side
detail. Perfect with a vest top
under for a flash of colour
(model’s own). Shown here with
wide-leg, drawstring trousers
(left) and long, wide-leg,
drawstring trousers (right)
(see p10 for sizing charts, p3 for colours).
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We are committed to keep our design, development and most of our production in the UK
and Europe, making it possible to offer you a bespoke service across all our ranges.

...be inspired
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...leisure
lounge

...knitwear
Pearl button swing cardigan.
Perfectly styled to complement
our salon & spa wear.

ballet shrug tie
front cardigan
with long sleeve.
All our knitwear is 50%cotton, 50% acrylic.
Available in black, bitter chocolate, sandstone.
’One Size’ - other sizes available on request.
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Returns policy

Refunds will be given (excluding postage)
on goods returned within 14 days of date
of purchase, in their purchased condition.

Postage & packaging

UK postage is charged at £7.00 for orders
under £200.

Delivery

We endeavour to always hold stock of all
our styles. Please allow 5 working days for
your order to arrive. Your order will be
dispatched when full payment is received
(unless otherwise agreed).

Stain removal

All stains should be dealt with as soon as
possible (same day). Do not wash before
stains have been treated with a
commercial stain remover, following
manufacturer’s instructions. Do not use
bleach. Do not leave garments to soak.

Sizing

Our sizes are based on the best of the
high street. We have styled our garments
to be a relaxed fit, allowing movement
needed to carry out treatments or to
exercise. Please see our size charts (p10).

Embroidery

We can embroider your logo onto our
garments. Just send us the artwork
together with size and colours for a free
quote (minimum 24 pieces).
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Woven garment care

Our woven garments are made from a
special blend of bamboo and polyester,
which is breathable and wicks moisture
away from the skin for extra comfort.
If snagging occurs, you can pull the loose
thread through to the reverse side of the
fabric. Wash at 40˚C and hang to dry.
No need to tumble dry as garments will
feel nearly dry after washing and spinning.
If ironing, iron on the reverse side of the
fabric to prevent glazing.

Jersey garment care

Ladies woven top size chart

Ladies jersey top size chart

size

8

10

12

bust (cm)

92

97

102 107 112 117 122

waist (cm)

80

85

90

14
95

16

18

Ladies woven trouser size chart

Be individual and create your own
designs, contact us and ask about:

*

Minimums apply

small

medium

large

84

90

96

Ladies jersey trouser size chart
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10

12

14

16

18

20

size

waist (cm)

64

69

74

79

84

89

94

waist (cm)

hips (cm)

97

102 107 113 117 122 127

small

medium

large

72

78

84

...contact us
Mandy Blick (MD)

07971 464559
mandy@tempusclothing.com

Toby Gaddum (Director)

07774 261183
tgaddum@tempusclothing.com

Emma Bishop (Design Executive)

...bespoke

bust (cm)

size

Knitwear care

Bespoke designs*

size

100 105 110

Wash at 40˚C and re-shape while damp.
If tumble drying required, use a low
setting and tumble on the reverse side
of the fabric. Always wash dark colours
separately. Iron on a cool heat on the
reverse side of the fabric to prevent
glazing.

Wash at 40˚C. Do not tumble dry.
Re-shape whilst damp and hang to dry.
Iron on a very low heat. Always wash dark
colours separately. Garments are ‘One
Size’ – other sizes available on request
(minimums apply).
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07971 258950
emma@tempusclothing.com

www.tempusclothing.com
tempus
3 Jordangate
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK10 1EF
Tel 01625 427666
Fax 01625 511331
enquiries@tempusclothing.com
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The colours in this brochure are not an exact match
due to printing processes.
Printed on Era Silk which is a recycled paper
made from genuine waste pulp.

